
The early development of Mars may be connected with the origin of Phobos and Deimos.  The clues we 

have are their present near-circular, near-equatorial orbits.  Significantly, Deimos is just beyond Mars’ 

synchronous orbit.  Note: I no longer subscribe to origin by direct capture (of asteroids) [1] or by co-

formation [2].   

I present a new hypothesis that involves the capture of a Mars-Moon (M-M), a massive, planet–sized 

body (6*10^20 kg, 0.1% of the mass of Mars) into a retrograde orbit around Mars, whose initial spin 

period then was 22 hours. [All numbers are illustrative of a particular scenario.]  Phobos and Deimos are 

the remnants of this captured M-M body, which broke into pieces while penetrating inside the Roche 

limit; the rest has been accreted to Mars.  The tidal energy dissipated within Mars’ interior following 

capture is quite sufficient to cause melting and core formation (even if Mars had assembled cold).   

Standard perturbation calculation, but using frequency-dependent (“push-pull”) tidal theory, shows how 

to transform the M-M body’s (now a rubble-pile) initial retrograde, parabolic orbit into a near-circular, 

direct orbit [3] at a synchronous distance from Mars. 

I postulate that differential tidal effects on the core and mantle create and maintain a temporary magnetic 

field and magnetosphere.  As a result, oceans and an atmosphere may be maintained long enough against 

exospheric escape and the eroding effects of the solar wind to permit the evolution of life forms on Mars. 

There are several possible observational tests of this hypothesis : 

 Existence of tiny moonlets in circular, equatorial orbits between Phobos and Deimos 

 Evidence for ancient impacts in Mars’ equatorial zone 

 Close relationships (composition, petrology, cosmic-ray ages) of Ph and D 

 Date of formation of Mars core (Hf-W dating) 

 Decay of magnetic field, followed by evaporation of surface oceans 

 Discovery of paleo-life or krypto-life 
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